SWEEPSTAKES
Judge: Sherwood P. (Pete) Prawel III

Puppy, 6-9 Months Dogs.

ABS (5) SHANCARRICK'S CASHEL COYNE. Owner: James & Susan Forzano.
1st (7) CARRICKANEENA LIAM. Owner: Eileen M Flanagan & Eileen B Flanagan.

Puppy, 9-12 Months Dogs.

ABS (9) SUMMERHILL ZION DUN. Owner: Bambi Rabe.
1st (11) DREAMCATCHER'S WOLFHOUSE BLUE NOTE AT AERIE. Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin & Pernille Monberg.
3rd (13) HIGHLAND'S O'CUINN. Owner: Anne & Don Landis.
2nd (15) SUMMERHILL SHADRACH CINEALTA CGC TKN. Owner: Lauren Brockway & Nicholas Brockway & Bambi Rabe.

12-15 Months Dogs.

ABS (17) TEMAIR'S INTREPID TRAVELER OF CARRICKANEENA. Owner: Barbara Kinsella & Dawn Wiseman & Eileen M & Eileen B Flanagan.
2nd (21) TEMAIR KAILNE'S DAUNTLESS. Owner: Cristi Campbell-Corley & John Corley.

15-18 Months Dogs.

ABS (23) PENNYBRIGHT SILAS. Owner: Dr. C C Hartenstein & Dr. N Spadte.

Puppy, 6-9 Months Bitches.

(6) CARRICKANEENA SOLAS AIRGEAD. Owner: Wanda McLain & Tamara Dunn, Lorelei Darnell, E M & E B Flanagan.
3rd (8) CARRICKANEENA DUN NA-RI. Owner: Virginia King Kirby & Eileen M Flanagan & Eileen B Flanagan.
(12) SHANCARRICK'S TENACIOUS TELERI. Owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.
(14) SHANCARRICK'S TEMPESTUOUS TAILLTE. Owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.
(16) CARRICKANEENA MEADBH II. Owner: Brian Callahan & Eileen M Flanagan.
2nd (18) GEMINI'S BIG GIRLS NEED BIG DIAMONDS. Owner: Marian Levin.
1st (20) CARRICKANEENA SIOBHAN. Owner: Eileen M Flanagan & Eileen B Flanagan.
4th (22) GEMINI DIAMNDS R A GIRLS BEST FRIEND. Owner: Marian Levin.
Puppy. 9-12 Months Bitches.

2nd (24) SUMMERHILL BATHSHEBA LONRAIGH. Owner: Bambi Rabe.

ABS (26) DREAMCATCHER'S BELLONA TO WOLFHOUSE. Owner: Caren Stevens & Andrea Stevens.

ABS (28) WOLFHOUSE GALATHEA. Owner: Caren Stevens.

1st (30) FRANJO PENCHATTAN KA PO NUI LANI. Owner: Grace Kowalski.

12-15 Months Bitches.


1st (36) TEMAIR KAILNE'S STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN. Owner: Cristi Campbell-Corley & John Corley.

15-18 Months Bitches.

ABS (38) CARNASSERIE LISMORE SAMANTHA STEVENS. Owner: Jackie Carswell.

2nd (40) MISE EIRE ROISIN. Owner: Anne Flanigan & John & Maureen English.

ABS (42) PENNYBRIGHT SIA. Owner: Dr. C C Hartenstein & Dr. N Spadte.

ABS (44) MISE EIRE ENYA. Owner: John & Maureen English.

1st (46) GOTCHA OF AERIE. Owner: Shari Irick & Amy Benjamin & Doug Marx.

3rd (48) CARNASSERIE LISMORE ESMERALDA. Owner: Mindy Ballinger & Jacqueline Carswell.

Best In Sweepstakes 46

Best of Opposite Sex to Best In Sweepstakes 25